Area rugs should NOT get the
same treatment as your wall-towall carpet!
Many area rugs can be very costly and are
made from delicate and/or natural made fibers,
dyes and foundation materials that can not be
cleaned in ways we would normally clean
synthetic materials (such as nylon and
polyester).

Why Area Rugs Are More
Challenging To Clean...
Because of the dense pile construction of area
rugs, dirt particles work their way down from
the fibers- to the backing foundation of the rug.
These particles can not be removed by ordinary
vacuuming, leaving this grit to become very
abrasive on your rugs delicate fibers.
The bigger problem with rugs comes when you
allow repeated pet accidents on your rugs. The
stains will be permanent, the odor strong, and
long term exposure can lead to mildew and dry
rot of the rug. The only way to remove the urine
from the inside of these rugs is to have them
completely immersed in a plant specializing in
washing rugs. The rug needs a thorough bath.

For A No Obligation Consultation,

Call Today:
ORIENTAL/AREA RUG CLEANING
RUG REPAIR
RUG PAD/UNDERLAYMENT

CARING FOR YOUR
WOVEN TREASURES

PET STAIN/ODOR TREATMENT
FIBER PROTECTION
MOTH TREATMENT
PICK UP & DELIVERY AVAILABLE

561.689.1818
www.padroncleaning.com

561.689.1818

An Oriental rug is a lifetime purchase,
and will last for many years to
come when maintained properly, The
information contained in this pamphlet
offers only simple, basic advice for the
care and protection of your treasures.

Simply The Finest...
We are a full service area rug cleaner. Oriental
rugs, flat weaves, braided rugs, custom area
rugs, whether constructed from wool, silk,
cotton or a synthetic blend, we are the experts
that you can entrust with your fine rugs.

"Cleaning"
A professional Oriental rug cleaning will
enhance you carpets, bring out the depth of
color and soft textures of the fibers. Depending
on the amount of traffic, a professional washing
is recommended every 1-3 years for the
cleaning of you treasures.

"Rotation"

To ensure even wear, your rug should be rotated
once a year. Depending on the traffic, the
rotation may vary from 6 months to 2 years

"Vacuuming"
Oriental rugs, like most carpeting, should be
vacuumed on a regular basis to remove dirt and
restore life in the fivers. Be sure not to vacuum
any fringe.

Expert Cleaning of Fine Area
Rugs
in prestigious…
Homes
Offices
Private Clubs
Hotels
Restaurants
Health Care Facilities

"Restoration"
In case of damage, old and antique rugs
sometimes need to be rewoven where worn and
restored to life. Newer rugs are rarely in need of
repair. You should always consult an experienced
professional in these matters.

*Pre-Cleaning Inspection*
Each Rug is inspected for any pre-existing
conditions, Such as; Fiber Staining, Prior Dye
Bleeding, Worn Areas, Pet Damage, and People
Damage.

*Dusting*
We use a combination of professional
techniques to remove dry soil from your rug

*Submersion Washing*
The rug will be immersed in a disinfectant bath,
using machines gently to massage both sides of
the rug to release all embedded soils and
contaminants.

*Rinsing*
Your rug is then rinsed clear, flushing out all
contaminants and pre-conditioners .

*Drying*

"Padding"

A quality padding used under you rug helps
protect it from dirt, wear and slippage. We will
be happy to provide you with proper padding.

Padron's Rug Washing
Process Includes:

Since 1979
Padron has cared for quality area rugs
in the Palm Beaches. Our residential
and commercial clients and the design
community depend on us.

After washing your woven treasure, it is then
hung up in our drying room, where we use turbo
dryers to accelerate the drying process.

*Post Detailing*
Final spotting, Combing fringes, and a Detailed
grooming is performed before it is rolled up and
ready to deliver back home.

